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Gender Representations in Adaptations of Foreign Lit-
erature in the Republican Period
Liyan Qin
Beijing University
Chinese film The Heroine in the Besieged City 孤城烈女 (Gucheng 
lienü, 1936) is based on 19th-century French writer Guy de Maupassant’s 
(1850−93) story “Boule de Soif.” The Chinese version of Boule de Soif, like 
her French counterpart, is caught in a moral dilemma: should she surren-
der her body to a bad guy to save her fellow citizens? Both women choose 
to sacrifice themselves for others. However, the outcome and worthiness 
of the sacrifice in the Chinese film are just the opposite to those in the 
French literary source. Maupassant makes the girl’s sacrifice pointless and 
worthless by portraying the beneficiaries of her act as mean snobs who look 
down upon her even more afterward. The Chinese heroine, in contrast, is 
enshrined as a martyr. This difference highlights the radical transcultural 
and transmedia transformations when a foreign literary source traveled to 
China and finally landed on the Chinese silver screen. This article examines 
some Republican films adapted from foreign literature to explore the gen-
der discourses constructed in them. 
Given that, with a few recent exceptions, films based on foreign liter-
ature almost totally disappeared after 1949, one cannot help being struck 
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by the number and scope of such Republican movies.1 The practice was 
widespread, not restricted to one period or one studio. I have found thir-
ty-five titles of such films. The writers whose works were adapted include 
not only such illustrious greats as William Shakespeare, Charlotte Brontë, 
Jane Austen, Oscar Wilde, Ivan Turgenev, Leo Tolstoy, Maxim Gorky, Guy 
de Maupassant, Theodore Dreiser, but also many less known names. On 
the whole, European literature from the 19th-century onwards was a favor-
ite, especially those works in the realist vein. Thus, already in the Repub-
lican period, especially in the 1940s, many Russian literary works found 
themselves on the Chinese screen. One significant feature of these films is 
how they became contemporary Chinese stories. By a radical sinicization 
process, these films tried to pass for original Chinese stories happening on 
Chinese soil. French theorist Gérard Genette develops the concept of “pa-
limpsest,” which originally means a piece of paper on which new text is 
written while the old text is not entirely erased (Genette 1997). The con-
cept is used by Genette to show the intertextuality between texts. All filmic 
adaptations of literature, as texts which derive from and transform previous 
texts, can be seen in a sense as palimpsests, so can early Chinese adapta-
tions of foreign literature. Layers of new texts were written on top of one 
another to such an extent that the primary text is blurred and sometimes 
even beyond recognition. The Chinese filmmakers often did not feel the 
obligation to be faithful to the original. Their purpose was not to make the 
original foreign work better known to the Chinese audience. Thus, most of 
the films do not acknowledge the original in their credits. The basic plot of 
the original is often kept as the first layer of the palimpsest, on which fur-
ther reworking is added. A secondary theme in the original is enlarged to 
1 The circuitous traveling route of the literary sources can also highlight the palimp-
sest nature of the texts. Before they finally found themselves on the Chinese screen, 
the literary texts had often traveled several countries (for example via Japan) in sev-
eral forms (printed translations, staged dramas) through multi-layer mediations, 
especially since some early translations or drama adaptations were notoriously free.
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be the main theme, or the main message in the original is twisted, diluted, 
deleted or even reversed. The plot itself becomes a convenient vehicle for 
Chinese filmmakers’ intervention in contemporary issues in China and to 
convey their own messages. 
These adapted films are very diverse in genre or theme, yet we can still 
identify important categories among them. Zhang Zhen points out rightly 
that one “predominant theme […] is the question of women and their status 
within the family and in a society undergoing drastic changes in the wake 
of modernization” (Zhang 2004, 153). Therefore a large number of these 
films deal with love, marriage, and familial relationships. In fact, this at-
tention on women is not limited to adaptations. As Yingjin Zhang argues, 
“Ever since its early features, Chinese film has devoted unfading attention 
to the fates of women” (Zhang 1999, 165). At the same time, social cri-
tique is also a recurrent theme in Republican films, including those adapt-
ed from foreign literature, in which the critique is often carried by young 
male characters. The following two sections will deal with two discourses 
of gender representation in two groups of Republican films based on for-
eign literature: one on the figure of the Chinese woman who is contained 
in her familial role and who is useful for political ends only as a martyr, 
the other on the Chinese male rebel much more enhanced in his political 
agency. The widespread use of the same figure or pattern can particularly 
underscore the importance of these two discourses. Adapted films offer a 
convenient venue to address broader questions about culture, history, and 
politics. The deletions, additions and other changes the filmmakers choose 
to make are highlighted in ways that may not be so obvious in films made 
from original scripts. Thus, with this paper, I explore the transcultural and 
transmedia qualities of these films in their representations of gender roles. 
Containing the Chinese Woman: The Return of the Wife 
and Mother, and the Martyr
The persistent concern for the status and role of women in modern Chi-
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na manifests itself in the ways some European literary works were trans-
formed into Chinese films, which often shift the emphasis to a discourse 
of containing the woman as a good wife, a loving mother, and, when situ-
ations demand it, a martyr sacrificing her body. This section explores three 
films to see the intricate workings of this important strain of discourse: 
The Fan of the Young Mistress 少奶奶的扇子 (1939), from Oscar Wilde’s 
(1854−1900) play Lady Windermere’s Fan;2 A String of Pearls 一串珍珠 
(1926), from Maupassant’s story “The Diamond Necklace;” The Heroine in 
the Besieged City (1936), from Maupassant’s story “Boule de Suif.”3 
Both The Fan of the Young Mistress and A String of Pearls focus on the 
upper- or middle-class nuclear family. At the very beginning of A String of 
Pearls is an urban street scene with neon lights in Shanghai, as “signposts 
for modern consumption” (Zhang 2005, 178). Then we see the couple 
with a baby, enjoying their family life in a spacious two-story house with a 
maid when the subtitle reads “there is nothing in the world more precious 
than a sweet home.” The young couple in The Fan of the Young Mistress is 
similar, although they live a much-westernized life, partly because the film 
was made later and partly because the couple was supposed to be higher up 
in the social ladder than the one in A String of Pearls. This time, the young 
wife is already pregnant, and the servant is a butler, not a maid. Different 
from traditional Chinese families, these modern families are composed of 
the young couple, the child and the servants, with no in-laws, and the focus 
is now the relationship between the young couple. 
2 This version was directed by Li Pingqian 李萍倩 and written by Sun Jing 孫敬, 
casting Yuan Meiyun 袁美雲 and Mei Xi 梅熹. There was an earlier version of 
this film in 1928, written by Hong Shen 洪深, co-directed by Hong Shen and 
Zhang Shichuan 張石川. I am unable to obtain a copy of this 1928 version, though 
judged by the synopsis in The Complete Chinese Films, it may not be much different 
from Li Pingqian’s version. See Zhongguo yingpian dadian 1996, 26.
3 Maupassant was warmly received by modern Chinese readers and audiences, both 
because of his clear story lines and because of the patriotic messages against the 
Prussians in some of his works, when China was facing similar foreign threats. 
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Ibsen’s play A Doll’s House, depicting family as a prison for women 
who should break away from it, had been very influential in China since the 
May Fourth Movement. It generated a series of similar works and heated 
discussions on whether or not women, when realizing the falsity of family 
life, should run away from home, and what they should do after that.4 Lu 
Xun’s 魯迅 (1881−1939) story “Regret for the Past” 傷逝 and Ba Jin’s 巴
金 (1904−2005) novel Family 家 are both examples of this discourse. Yet 
the counter-discourse was also strong. The discourses of liberating women 
and containing them competed and mingled with each other, and often 
co-existed in one work or on one writer or filmmaker. Both The Fan of the 
Young Mistress and A String of Pearls can be read as examples of this count-
er-discourse. They stress the value of the traditional role of women as wife 
and mother and depict women who return to family values after their brief 
deviation. In both films, the stability and sweetness of family life are dis-
turbed by a severe threat coming from either the misunderstanding from 
or the vanity of the young wife, who deviates from her duty and her role. 
Yet after realizing her mistake, which is expatiated by herself or by others, 
she returns to be a better wife and mother, and the family is re-stabilized 
on a higher level. 
The film The Fan of the Young Mistress changes the stage from Wilde’s 
London to Shanghai but retains most parts of the original plot and even 
some lines. Meilin (Lady Windermere) suspects that her husband is having 
an affair with a Ms. Li, and runs away from home to Liu who declares love 
for her, leaving her husband a letter. Yet it turns out that this Ms. Li is Mei-
lin’s mother, long believed to be dead, who ran away from home when Mei-
lin was a baby. When Meilin is in Liu’s room, Ms. Li, after reading Meilin’s 
letter, comes to persuade her to go back home. At that moment, Liu and 
4 Lu Xun joined the discussion and, in his essay “What Happens after Nora Goes 
away from Home,” argues that the penniless woman, away from home, can only 
degrade herself or die, and thus the most important thing is for women to have 
economic power. See Lu Xun 2005, 1:165−73. 
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a group of men enter the room. The two women hide behind curtains, yet 
Meilin’s fan is spotted by those men. Ms. Li comes out to claim that the fan 
is hers, putting her reputation into jeopardy, while Meilin escapes unseen 
in the commotion. Later, Meilin is happily reunited with her husband, and 
Ms. Li marries again. 
The basic plot of the film is quite faithful to Oscar Wilde’s (1854–
1900) original play, although the original messages of the play, that moral 
judgments are not clear-cut and that there is a large gray area between good 
and bad, are removed from the Chinese film. Significantly already in the 
original play are the messages, though somewhat subdued, that a marriage 
built on love is precious for a woman, and that a mother should abide by 
her duty to her child. The adapted film enlarges this message, which had 
special significance and immediacy in China. The film can be conveniently 
read as countering the liberation discourse for women, not by attacking it 
directly, but by incorporating and then dissolving it. The liberation mes-
sage is captured in the words of the character Liu who secretly loves Meilin 
and tries to persuade her to elope with him. Liu’s words carry cultural con-
notations absent in Wilde’s work: “Go, go with your head high.” “Men and 
women are equal; especially in these respects, they should be equal.” When 
the timid Meilin says she dares not do so, the angry Liu accuses her of be-
ing “completely the same as those un-educated women without thoughts,” 
while Wilde’s character accuses Lady Windermere of being “just the same 
as every other woman.” The words of Liu stress the new May-Fourth values 
of equality, education, and thinking, which all support a woman’s breaking 
away from her deceitful husband. Here, the Ibsenian liberation discourse 
seems to be dominant. 
However, we should also note that Liu is asking Meilin to break away 
from her husband and marry him, not to renounce marriage itself. As soon 
as Meilin runs away without her husband’s knowledge to Liu’s place, she 
already regrets her decision. Yet it is with the persuasion of Ms. Li (her 
real mother whom Meilin believes to be her husband’s lover) that she fi-
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nally returns home. Ms. Li outlines the hardships of being a single woman 
in the world outside a family. She especially appeals to Meilin’s sense of 
motherhood and her duty to her yet unborn child, which is the strongest 
argument that contributes to Meilin’s change of mind. In Wilde’s play, she 
said, “but even if he had a thousand loves, you must stay with your child. 
If he was harsh to you, you must stay with your child. If he ill-treated you, 
you must stay with your child. If he abandoned you, your place is with your 
child” (Wilde 1969, 68). The film conveys the same message, although 
not exactly in the same words.5 Meilin realizes her error and returns to the 
“correct” path. Thus, the danger and threat to the family are eliminated, 
and two families are reunited. Meilin recovers her husband, Ms. Li recovers 
a sense of motherhood in protecting Meilin without disclosing her own 
identity, and she also finds herself a husband. The socially dangerous single 
women roaming at large return to family and are contained.
Embedded in this Chinese version of Wilde’s work is a story about 
two women’s renewing and reforming themselves: one is Meilin, the other 
her mother. It is with Meilin’s mother, now Ms. Li, that the biggest change 
from the original play occurs in the film. Ms. Li, who once abandons her 
child and husband, not only recovers her sense of motherhood, but re-
deems herself as a loving and useful person, and even finds true love. Ms. Li 
captures what a terrible mistake Meilin might have made, what she might 
have gone through afterward, and what she should do now. To make this 
woman’s reformation possible, she must first be reformable. In Wilde’s play, 
Mrs. Erlynne is a typical femme fatale endowed with irresistible charms 
who knows how to handle men. She seizes each chance to her own advan-
tage. She abandons her child when young. Knowing that her daughter is 
5 There were many Republican films glorifying motherly love, such as Mother’s Heart 
母之心 (1926, made by Guoguang Studio), Motherly Love 母性之光 (1933, 
made by Lianhua Studio), Mother and Son 母與子 (1933, made by Mingxing Stu-
dio, but not the one to be discussed in next section), Mother 母親 (1935, made by 
Tianyi Studio), Maternal Love 母愛 (1936, by Minxin Studio).
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married to a rich man, she blackmails her son-in-law. A cynical actress to 
others, she compliments them although she believes them to be fools and 
bores. Her only redeeming sentiment is her suddenly awakened maternal 
love for her daughter. When she sees that her daughter’s happiness is in 
peril, she sacrifices her own interests to protect her. This happens in a rare 
moment of crisis, and she admits that “only once in my life have I known a 
mother’s feelings.” She does not mend her ways after this incident, believ-
ing that “what consoles one now-a-days is not repentance, but pleasure,” 
and that “Repentance is quite out of date” (Wilde 1969, 69). She is even 
clever enough to explain away the incident to her lover Lord Augustus, and 
finally wins him into marrying her. 
Rather than the cynical opportunist in Wilde’s play, Ms. Li, the Chi-
nese version of the character, is not that bad from the very beginning. Thus, 
in her early life, she abandons her husband and child because her husband 
flirts with other women, though her running away seems to be over-react-
ing. In her letter to her husband, she claims that she originally wanted to 
take the child away, but could not do so for various reasons. Much of her 
cunning in Wilde’s play is subdued in the Chinese film, making her a more 
lovable, and more genuinely gentle, Chinese woman. She is not blackmail-
ing her son-in-law but is just taking her due (the money left for her by her 
former husband). She is not using her lover, Mr. Zhang (Wilde’s Lord Au-
gustus), but he is her soul-mate because he is the only one who understands 
that she is not an innately corrupt woman, that she has a soul and a heart, 
and that she wants to live an honest and independent life. Finally, she ful-
ly realizes her mistake and symbolically returns to the role of the mother. 
The irony of the film is that, although professing a modern belief in inde-
pendence, Ms. Li has been in fact living on men all these years after she 
runs away from home, and now is living on the money her former husband 
left to her, thanks to whom her economic conditions improve a great deal. 
Now she remarries triumphantly, not to her soul-mate as a sacrifice for her 
daughter, but still to a rich man. She repeatedly declares that she wants 
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to be an “independent and productive person,” but all the time she is not. 
The film blames this onto the society and replaces the criticism of a fallen 
woman with a social critique. 
If the two heroines in The Fan of the Young Mistress illustrate the 
danger of women deviating from marriage, then the fate of the heroine in 
A String of Pearls (1926) marks the reformation of women who forget their 
duties within marriage.6 The film is based on Maupassant’s “The Diamond 
Necklace” a cruel naturalistic story about Matilde, a beautiful girl married 
to a clerk (Maupassant 1945, 233–43). She is invited to a ball. For fear that 
her dress might be too shabby, she borrows a necklace from a friend and 
enjoys full success in the ball. Yet afterward, she loses the necklace. The 
couple buys a similar one for a large sum of borrowed money and returns 
the necklace to the friend. They repay the debt they incur with ten years of 
back-breaking work. After every penny is paid, Matilde finds out that the 
original necklace is fake, while she returned to her friend an exorbitantly 
expensive real diamond one. The story illustrates how ordinary people’s 
destiny can be ruthlessly manipulated by chance and how senseless and fu-
tile their work can be in the uncertain society. 
The basic plot is retained in the film A String of Pearls, but it is inter-
esting to see how this story is turned into a lesson for all women in the Chi-
nese film, how vanity, their fatal weakness, can mean their undoing, how 
6 This film was made by Changcheng, written by Hou Yao 侯曜 and directed by Li 
Zeyuan 李澤源. Tianyi Studio made another film based on this story, titled One 
Night’s Extravaganza 一夜豪華 (1932). Zhang Zhen examines in detail the “pro-
longed economic trajectory” of the pearl necklace in A String of Pearls and Hou 
Yao’s “critique of commodity fetishism and urban modernity, and elevation of writ-
ing over image.” She analyzes the different urban spaces in the film, the attendant 
lifestyle, and the ambivalence of Hou Yao towards modernity. See Zhang 2004, 
171−72. For more critical pieces on A String of Pearls, see Gao 1997, 41−45 and 
Qin 2004, 50−54, both relying on a China-West binary, attributing the differences 
of the film from the original to differences between China and the West, rather 
than as a form of discourse in hybrid China. 
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much trouble they could bring their husbands into, and how they should 
reform themselves. The Chinese Matilde, Xiuzhen (note that she has no 
family name, symptomatic of her secondary position in the family), out 
of vanity, makes her husband borrow a necklace from a jeweler. When the 
necklace is stolen, the husband has to embezzle money from the insurance 
company where he works to repay the necklace and is taken into prison. 
Xiuzhen learns a hard lesson for her vanity. She moves with her child into 
the poor quarters of the city and lives a difficult life on sewing. After the 
release of her husband from prison, the couple endures hardships together. 
With some strange twists of fate, they are eventually restored to their for-
mer property and social status. 
The whole film can be viewed as a moral lesson for women. In one 
article, the scriptwriter Hou Yao declared that the film is meant to “attack 
vanity” and “advocate repentance” (Hou 1996, 299). He describes vanity 
as human nature and the lack of repentance as a common malaise in China. 
Yet in the film itself, it is the vanity and repentance on the women’s part 
that is highlighted. Although the heroine surely wants to be beautiful and 
have social conquests in the original story, Maupassant makes us pity her, 
rather than criticize her, by depicting her weakness as an inherent delusion 
in society. Now, she is the one to bear the blame in the film. Contributing 
much to this effect is the special use of the subtitles in this silent movie. 
In addition to the usual function of supplying dialogues, time, place and 
other information necessary for the narration, the subtitles in this film also 
significantly serve as a commentary on the film and give the illusion of an 
objective narrator similar to that in novels. Immediately after the title of 
the film, “A Pearl Necklace,” the bilingual subtitle reads:
君知否，君知否，
一串珍珠萬斛愁，
婦人若被虛榮誤，
夫婿為她作馬牛。
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Don’t you know? Don’t you know? 
A Pearl necklace equals to million strings of sorrow. 
If a woman drag her self down to the road of vanity, 
Her husband will be her victim surely [sic].7
The key words in this poem are “vanity” and “victim.” In a way, 
the whole film is an illustration of this opening poem. The moral lesson 
is stressed throughout the film by all characters: by the husband victim-
ized by his wife, by the wife herself who repents of her vanity and who 
reforms herself into a conscientious wife and mother, by the female friend 
of Xiuzhen named Fu Meixian who has the same weakness and puts her 
husband into the same quagmire.8 Near the end, the already reformed Xi-
uzhen lectures to Fu that “Vanity, vanity is the source of all troubles in 
women.” When Fu tries to return the necklace to Xiuzhen, she incredibly 
refuses, declaring “no more vanity for me,”9 showing the high moral status 
she now enjoys. Thus the film is not only a story of Xiuzhen, or even her 
vain friend Fu, but “we women,” interpellating the women in the audiences. 
After all characters have learned their lessons, there is no more need for 
further hardships. So, Xiuzhen and her husband are restored to their for-
mer house, her husband again an accountant, and she again a middle-class 
housewife presumably in no need of sewing again. The final happy ending 
of the family echoes the first scene of the nuclear family. Thus, the couple is 
7 Many subtitle-commentaries in the film are like this: classical in structure yet mod-
ern in essence. In this opening poem, the word “vanity” (xurong) is in fact nonexis-
tent in traditional Chinese, pointing out a modern female weakness. 
8 Fu Meixian admires Xiuzhen’s necklace. Fu’s boyfriend Ma hires a thief to steal it 
from Xiuzhen’s home, and gives it to her as a present. Yet the thief later repeatedly 
blackmails Ma for this. Thus, like Xiuzhen, Fu is directly responsible for Ma’s wrong 
act and predicament. 
9 This is in spite of the fact that the necklace rightfully belongs to her, and that she 
can save only 20 dollars a year when the necklace is worth 10,000 dollars. 
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elevated morally, but they lose nothing materially. 
In the film, the major harm of a woman’s vanity is that it puts her 
husband into trouble. Unlike Maupassant’ story, the film highlights the 
difficulties the poor husband finds himself in because of his vain wife. It 
is he who borrows the necklace from the jeweler, and later money from 
relatives after the necklace is stolen. It is he who is imprisoned. What he 
goes through is much worse than the husband in Maupassant’ story. The 
husband indignantly accuses the wife: “because of your ostentation, you 
got me into trouble,” showing that the major concern of the film is, above 
all, the husband’s interests.
Different from Maupassant’s story, even before the catastrophe of the 
necklace, the vanity of the wife already leads to disturbance of the stable 
family. In the opening scene, the three family members are on a sofa, with 
the wife holding the baby, in an illustration of the “precious” “sweet home” 
in the subtitle.10 The next day, the husband leaves home to go to work, with 
the wife helping him with his coat, and the maid with his hat. A stable fam-
ily norm is thus established. Thus, the film has a happy beginning by por-
traying an ideal middle-class family, while in Maupassant’s story, the family 
is already deeply unhappy and the heroine deeply miserable from the very 
beginning. Then, in the film, the norm is upset by the wife who wants to go 
to the party to enjoy herself. Disaster begins when she asks her husband to 
“try to be a mother tonight” while she is away. The next sequences of shots 
are very enlightening. The sequence makes a deliberate contrast between 
the husband and the wife: he is taking care of the child at home although 
he is so bad at it, while she is enjoying the festival spectacles outdoors with 
her friends. As Zhang Zhen points out, the parallel editing “works effec-
tively to play out the ironic contrast between the private sphere now de-
void of the crucial mother figure and the public space where Xiuzhen can 
10 Zhang Zhen reads this opening as portraying a “middle-class nuclear family trans-
fixed in boredom.” See Zhang 2005, 178. Yet it is hard to say that this was the 
message the scene conveys.
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flaunt her femininity” (Zhang 2005, 181). The objective narrator in the 
subtitle sympathizes with the poor husband, commenting that “it is too 
hard to act as a mother.” The division of labor in the family is reversed, 
which anticipates the disaster.11
In Maupassant’s story, Matilde suffers a precipitous fall in her social 
status, from a middle-class housewife to a coarse woman engaged in man-
ual labor. She loses her beauty, her youth and her delicacy. This is a fall that 
cannot be reversed. The entire story is gloomy and pessimistic to the end. 
In the Chinese film, however, manual labor becomes the redemption of the 
vain woman. Through hard labor, Xiuzhen gains some extent of indepen-
dence and agency. However, this “progressive” path is reversed at the end, 
when she becomes a middle-class housewife again. The ending of the film is 
hopeful and upbeat, a perfect happy ending. The disaster becomes a useful 
life lesson that the woman has learned so that she is cured of vanity.
If The Fan of the Young Mistress and A String of Pearls, in their dif-
ferences from the originals, highlight what are expected of the Chinese 
woman in relation to her husband and child, then The Heroine in the Be-
sieged City, again based on a story by Maupassant, with its radical chang-
es and even reversals to the original, illustrates the Chinese woman’s duty 
to the nation as a martyr sacrificing her body.12 Maupassant’s story, set in 
the French-Prussian war in the 1870s, tells how a kind yet patriotic French 
prostitute is induced to sacrifice her body to a Prussian officer to save her 
fellow French travelers, who turn out to be snobs and look down upon her 
for her sacrifice. The story ends in a painful irony for the prostitute and 
condemnation of the cowardice and hypocrisy of the other French people. 
11 The film has another similar cross-cut sequence, this time highlighting the difficult 
yet elevating reformation process of the couple. The shots shift from the husband 
working in a prison factory, to the wife sewing under a dim lamp. The sequence 
points out the moral values of poverty and physical labor. 
12 The film was made by Lianhua Studio, written by Zhu Shilin 朱石麟, directed by 
Wang Cilong 王次龍, featuring Chen Yanyan 陳燕燕 and Zheng Junli 鄭君里.
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Her sacrifice is noble yet senseless since the beneficiaries are unworthy. The 
story is a sharp critique of the rich and powerful, leaving the heroine the 
only spark of virtue and integrity. Patriotism becomes questionable since 
the French compatriots are no better, or even worse than, the Prussian in-
vaders. 
However, what if, by sacrificing oneself, one can save many poor 
women, children and old men? This is the question that Maupassant does 
not address but is taken up by the Chinese film. The Chinese film keeps the 
dilemma for a woman in the original story: whether she should sacrifice 
her body for her fellow hostages. The film unfolds between a Chinese war-
lord and the Chinese hostages who fall into his hands, and the message is 
that women should sacrifice their body in times of national crisis, and such 
sacrifices are glorious and commendable. Will Maupassant endorse this 
message? We do not know. However, we can find this sentiment in Mau-
passant: that the rich only pretend to be virtuous, while the poor prostitute 
is the only virtuous character. This aspect of the original story is greatly 
enlarged in the Chinese film. There is one rich family in the film who is also 
morally corrupt, but the focus now is whether the woman should sacrifice 
for her poor fellow citizens or not.
The film is set in 1928 when the Republican army, representing justice 
and good in the film, are marching northward against local warlords. The 
first shot of the film is an isolated image of the Great Wall, which has noth-
ing to do with the story proper, but is there as a symbol of the nation, point-
ing out the significance of the film. A nice girl Chen Yiyi (Chen Yanyan) 
is married to an upright young man Zhang Zhengke (Zheng Junli). Yet a 
local warlord Liu San, who desires Yiyi, intrudes the wedding ceremony 
and forces the couple to flee. The husband goes away to join the Republican 
army the next day. When fighting breaks out between the Republican army 
and Liu San’s troops, Yiyi and many others are held hostage by Liu San. Liu 
asks Yiyi to succumb to him. Otherwise he will kill the hostages, more than 
one hundred in number. Among the hostages is a disguised high-ranking 
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officer of the Republican army. He secretly tells Yiyi to succumb, which 
will not only save the hostages but will help the charging Republicans. Yiyi 
thus unwillingly goes to Liu’s bed. The hostages are set free. The revolution-
ary army is victorious. Finally, to protect others, Yiyi pushes herself before 
the machine gun that Liu San is firing, and is recognized by her husband 
and the army as a martyr.13 
Significant in the film is the shift and displacement between the pri-
vate (familial) and the public (national), where different moral standards 
are applied. Liu is a rival of Yiyi’s husband Zhang, because Liu wants Yiyi 
too. Yet the rivalry between the two men is turned into a conflict between 
revolutionaries and local warlords, between the good and the evil. Zhang 
joins the army hoping to eradicate not only Liu, but warlords like Liu. In 
observing his national and public duty, Zhang, understandably and com-
mendably, forsakes his private duties, leaving his new wife on the second 
day of his wedding. When public and private duties are in conflict, he 
chooses the former without hesitation. Before his departure, he lectures, 
“we should sacrifice our immediate happiness, unite and work hard, then 
there is hope for national security and stability,” and “when you sacrifice for 
the mass, your sacrifice is worthy.” When the wife weeps and argues that his 
sacrifice might be futile, he says that “such thoughts of you are completely 
backward.” These words not only sum up his mission, but anticipate what 
his wife will do. He is thus not only her husband, but her guide and mentor. 
With her husband in the army, Yiyi’s duty to him is now changed 
into duty to the nation and to the revolution. Here, the nation becomes 
a worthy cause, different from Maupassant’s story. The site of her patriot-
ic duty is her body. The film depicts this woman’s dilemma between her 
private and public virtues. Different from the prostitute in Maupassant’ 
13 In leftist director Sun Yu’s film Daybreak (1932), the heroine is sold into prostitu-
tion, and then likewise becomes a martyr, showing that the modern woman-martyr 
is a recurring image in Republican films. For analyses of Daybreak, see Zhang 1996, 
166−67. 
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story, Yiyi is a chaste girl so much so that she even refuses the caresses of 
her husband. Yet the hostage crisis and the revolutionary cause require her 
to give up her body for others. Note here how the concept of lienü 烈女 
(woman martyr) in this film, which appears in the title, is different from 
that in traditional China. “Woman martyr” used to mean a woman who 
would rather kill herself, mostly for her husband and sometimes for the 
nation, than to have her body violated. The “woman martyr” as related to 
her husband was an outdated value in Republican China where remarriage 
was not condemned. Yet the nation still retained the right to ask for the 
woman’s sacrifice. Significantly, now the sacrifice is in the form of the wom-
an giving up her chastity, not killing herself to protect it.
When warlord Liu first approaches Yiyi and threatens her, she replies 
“I would rather die than be sullied by you.” This is the response usually 
expected from a traditional Chinese woman martyr, and Maupassant’s her-
oine harbors the same sentiment. Yet now Yiyi faces her dilemma. If she 
surrenders, she saves the hostages and helps the revolutionary army. Then 
it is the revolutionary officer in disguise among the hostages who goads her 
to her final decision. He shows her his revolutionary badge, and persuades 
her that her surrender would be glorious. In a rare sensual scene, the film 
portrays how Liu rapes her, showing part of her naked body. Finally, she 
pushes herself before Liu’s machine gun. Thus the woman has nothing but 
her body to serve the revolutionary cause.
Here we can identify a discourse of the collective vs. the individual, 
and the public vs. the private, while the woman’s body here is a sign of the 
private and the individual, which can be legitimately used as a convenient 
tool to enhance higher causes. However, although she sacrifices her body 
and her life for the revolutionary cause, she cannot be defined as a revolu-
tionary woman. She is not an active revolutionary, but a passive martyr. 
Sacrifice means giving up what she already has, and in this sense, her sac-
rifice for the nation is not completely different from the sacrifice that is 
expected of her for her family, husband, and children in the private sphere. 
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Moreover, like an instrument or a tool, she is whipped into action by male 
instructions and even commands, and she does not quite know the signif-
icance of her action. Her husband Zhang tells the dying Yiyi that “your 
sacrifice is completely correct […] and contributes a lot to our nation.” 
More authoritative than his voice is the verdict given by the Republican 
official who advises Yiyi to surrender to the warlord. He matter-of-factly 
comments to the husband that “what a glorious deed your wife has done.” 
When Yiyi is dying on top of the gate of the besieged city, and the victo-
rious revolutionary army is marching in, this high officer salutes her from 
below. Yet ironically, after the public sacrifice is done, the private require-
ments now are effective for the woman. Thus Yiyi cannot survive the end-
ing and has to die in her husband’s arms, because, with an already sullied 
body, it is impossible for her to have a harmonious marriage afterward. 
From the films analyzed in this section, we can identify a discourse 
that the woman is contained in both the private and the public spheres. In 
the private sphere, her deviations from a marriage life are corrected, and 
she is kept in her role as a good wife and mother. In the public sphere, she 
is expected to serve the nation with her body. In the Republican era, this 
discourse was both a continuation in the new disguise of the patriarchal 
tradition of China and co-existed with the May-Fourth discourse of liber-
ation of the women.
Social Critiques and the Male Chinese Rebel
Already in the films discussed above, there is a tendency to hold the social, 
political and economic systems accountable for what goes wrong. Sympa-
thy is shown for the under-privileged and the poor, who are presented as 
becoming what they are through the forces and pressures of unjust society. 
Thus, in The Fan of the Young Mistress, the mother’s debauchery and irre-
sponsibility are attributed to the hardship a single woman must undergo 
in a “semi-feudal society,” a phrase used by her certainly non-leftist former 
husband on his deathbed when he says “in this semi-feudal society, what 
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can I do?” Also, there is a confidence in reformation and change both on 
the personal and the social level. Thus in the same film, Mr. Zhang, Ms. Li’s 
soul-mate, comments on the reforming mother Ms. Li that she becomes 
what she is “totally because of the influences of the environment […] and 
you can surely change your life and environment, and be a good person.” 
This is despite the fact that the film is made in 1939 in Japanese-occupied 
Shanghai, produced by the controversial figure Zhang Shankun, and that 
the film eventually pins women down to their traditional role as wife and 
mother. Similarly, in The Heroine in the Besieged City which gives the glory 
to the Republican army, the hero’s speech is very much like that of a com-
munist hero in films after 1949, when he declares “our only way out is to 
unite our strength, beat down and eradicate this evil force from the very 
root.” The saturation of such elements in these non-leftist films testifies the 
widespread influence of the leftist or patriotic discourse. 
What is noteworthy in the character of Ms. Li in The Fan of the Young 
Mistress is that as a wronged woman, she has to have her position and its 
social and political significance pointed out to her by her husband or her 
lover, in a word, by men. Ms. Li’s action and agency only work in the fa-
milial realm, i.e., in her relationship with her daughter. Thus, though both 
women and men can be victims of social wrongs, women are often depicted 
as passively and blindly enduring the wrongs, while male victims can fight 
back. 
In the following pages, I will examine three rebel-figures in three films 
adapted from foreign literature. They are Mother and Son 母與子 (Mu 
yu zi, 1947), based on a play by Russian playwright Alexander Ostrovsky 
(1823−86) titled Innocent as Charged; Night Inn 夜店 (Yedian, 1947), 
based on Maxim Gorky’s (1868−1936) play The Lower Depths;14 A Spray of 
14 Mother and Son was produced by Wenhua Studio, directed and written by Li 
Pingqian. Night Inn was made by the same studio, written by Ke Ling 柯靈, and 
directed by Huang Zuolin 黃佐臨, featuring Shi Hui 石揮, Zhou Xuan 周璿 and 
Zhang Fa 張伐.
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Plum 一剪梅 (Yijian mei, 1931), based on Shakespeare’s The Two Gentle-
men of Verona. In each literary source, there is an outcast male figure driven 
to the margin of society: the abandoned bastard and misanthropic cynic 
Neznamov in Innocent as Charged, the cold and also cynical thief Peppel in 
The Lower Depths, the wronged lover Valentine who turns into a bandit in 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona. Yet through specific discursive means, in the 
Chinese films, these figures are all turned into Chinese rebels with more 
agency, resisting and fighting against social, political or economic evils and 
their agents, correcting wrongs and enforcing justice, in contrast to the 
contained and subdued woman discussed in the previous section. 
Innocent as Charged, by Ostrovsky, tells the story of a reunion after 
many years between a mother and her son. The mother, after being aban-
doned by her lover, becomes a famous actress, independent yet extremely 
caring for others. The son Neznamov grows up as an orphan, becomes cyn-
ical, and now works in the same troupe. He believes himself to have been 
abandoned by his parents and does not even know who they are. He suffers 
because he is a bastard and has known nothing but pain all his life, making 
him a man-hater and a world-hater. He is an outcast despised by others, to 
whom he returns spite. He is a loner and a cynic, professing that “I’m noth-
ing, less than nothing” (Ostrovsky 1996, 298). Yet against the hypocrisy of 
others around him, he has the virtue of speaking and seeking truth. After 
their reunion, maternal love cures the son of his cynicism.
The Chinese filmic version of Neznamov is named Han Chen. Like 
his original, Han Chen is cold, sometimes cynical and sharp-tongued. Yet 
he is given other qualities absent in his Russian counterpart, making him 
an outcast-cum-rebel. He is now not merely an orphan to be pitied and 
taken back into a loving mother’s arms to heal his wounds. He has more 
rebellious agency, and not only in the sense that his straightforwardness 
and honesty is a rebellion against moral conventions. The fact that he is a 
loner and does not get along with others becomes a virtue too. His mother, 
the only other character that understands and appreciates him before she 
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knows that he is her son, comments on his cynicism that this shows “he 
has a sense of justice,” and that “this person really has a character.” More-
over, unlike the Russia man-hater, his rebellion is more politically oriented. 
Angry at a Shanghai gangster who disturbs the backstage, he is the first to 
announce a strike to force the gangster to apologize. His strike is supported 
by all other actors, especially by his mother, and their demand is satisfied. 
He is also brave enough to disturb the party presided over by the big boss 
of the troupe (his father who abandoned both Han Chen and his moth-
er), and confronts the boss without trepidation. In a typical move, the film 
makes this father not only a villain in family life, but in social and econom-
ic life (an irresponsible father and an exploitative boss). 
Different from the original play, the film also depicts Han Chen the 
outcast-rebel as a good actor, an artistic genius truly devoted to art. He 
performs well, and is praised by his mother as having “a strong capability 
of understanding.” He has originally believed that the realm of drama field 
is a “pure place,” and is now disappointed at the corruption in it, showing 
the ideals of a true artist. He also likes reading and will buy books whenever 
he has money. Thus, in the Chinese film, both art and education become 
weapons of moral and political rebellion, and they also enhance the righ-
teousness of the rebel. Through his bodily confrontations with the hooli-
gan, Han Chen already shows a tendency for violent resistance. He even 
professes that he might “kill, set fire on things, be a robber, and kill off all 
these people.” His desire to be a criminal just to better rebel against the so-
ciety is realized by the heroes in Night Inn and A Spray of Plum, one being 
a thief, the other a bandit. 
The biggest change in A Spray of Plum from Shakespeare’s The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona happens after the noble lover, and friend Hu Lunting 
(Valentine) is exiled because of the false accusations by his former friend 
Bai Lede (Proteus).15 Henceforth, the Chinese film turns abruptly from 
15 Zhang Zhen analyzes A Spray of Plum in terms of its geography setting, its an-
drogynous girls and its relation to national cinema and cosmopolitan identity. See 
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a romance to a work of social critique, and Hu Lunting is changed from a 
lover into a redresser of social injustice. In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, 
after being exiled from Milan, Valentine is caught by some outlaws in some 
woods at the border of Milan and Verona, and unwillingly becomes their 
leader. In this as in many Shakespearian plays, the wildness, as contrasted to 
the city, is a place far from the maddening crowd where the hero can heal 
his wounds and enjoy his solitary freedom in the pastoral environment. 
Thus Shakespeare’s Valentine soliloquizes that 
This shadowy desert, unfrequented woods,
I better brook than flourishing peopled towns.
Here can I sit alone, unseen of any,
And, to the nightingale’s complaining notes
Tune my distresses and record my woes.  
(Shakespeare 1924, 2–6)
This seems to agree more with the Chinese tradition of celebrating hermit-
hood, especially for intellectuals, Buddhists or Taoists. Yet during the peri-
od of national crisis when the Chinese film A Spray of Plum was made, her-
mit-like bandits are not favored for their escapism and weakness. Nature 
is not emphasized in the film, where bandit life unfolds in a big rock cave 
with burning torches. The rather passive Shakespearian Valentine enjoying 
nature and doing introspection is changed into an active Chinese bandit 
fervently pursuing social justice. 
Hu Lunting, the banished Chinese Valentine, arrives at the border 
area between Canton and Jiangxi, joins a group of bandits and becomes 
their new leader. In clothing reminiscent of ancient China, and no lon-
ger the lovesick officer, he now looks like a completely new person at his 
inauguration ceremony. His speech highlights how he wants his bandits 
Zhang 2004, 153−55, 158−59.
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not just to survive, but to “aim for success.”16 Shakespeare’s Valentine, when 
asked by the outlaws to be their leader, does lay out some conditions: 
I take your offer and live with you, 
Provided that you do no outrages
On silly women, or poor passengers.   
(Shakespeare 1924, 71–73) 
This is enlarged in the Chinese film into a formal ceremony in which the 
new leader announces his three rules which are much more aggressive and 
definite than Valentine’s. Standing high and authoritative over the other 
bandits, Hu Lunting makes them swear (by raising their hands up, and 
himself by drinking a special wine), against his new banner with a plum 
emblem on it. He announces that “I’m setting down three rules and hope 
everyone will obey.” The way he makes his statements stresses the strict hi-
erarchy in a semi-military style among the Chinese bandits, as contrasted 
with the happy medley of outlaws loosely bound together in Shakespeare’s 
play. 
There is also a gender dimension in Hu Lunting’s three solemn rules, 
which run as follows. First, “We aid the poor, relieve the distressed.” “Sec-
ond, the weak be helped, villains be suppressed.” “Third, pay the fair sex 
respect and be blessed.” In the first two rules, Hu is taking social justice as 
his responsibility, aiming at alleviating the class gaps. Yet the third rule is 
different from the previous two. The first two are immediately welcomed 
by the bandits, while the last one sounds to them like a joke. They all shake 
their heads in disapproval. The argument that the new leader then thinks 
of to convince them, which does convince them, is not that we should re-
spect women as fellow human beings, but that “woman is a bad thing for us 
bandits,” evoking the ancient Chinese male belief that indulging in women 
16 Unless otherwise pointed out, the English subtitles of this film used here are all 
taken directly from its bilingual subtitles.
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is bad for the male’s health and career. He proposes that “we have good 
pastimes other than women,” which is to let Fatty, a fat and funny bandit, 
to mock the role of a heavenly lady in a Peking opera. 
Hu Lunting’s way of swearing and setting down his rules is reminis-
cent of such Chinese classical bandits as those in Outlaws of the Marsh 水
滸傳. Yet in actual deeds of resistance, Hu Lunting acts not together with 
his bandits but singlehandedly, this time reminding us of heroes in martial 
arts novels. Hu Lunting the bandit now suddenly becomes good at mar-
tial arts, throws arrows accurately and jumps unto roofs easily, although 
we do not know how and where this former great lover learns these feats. 
Especially significant is his clothing. He wraps himself in a big black cloak 
with its tight hood on his head, concealing his face. The look of this “Plum 
Flower Bandit” is quite bizarre, more akin to the lonely hero in American 
westerns than to Chinese martial artists, again illustrating the hybrid na-
ture of such adaptation films.
Hu Lunting begins to act out his three rules, in a Spiderman-like way. 
His emblem is a piece of paper, driven home by an arrow, on which is writ-
ten his second rule “the weak by helped, villains be suppressed” (chuqiang 
furuo), beneath which is his logo—a plum flower. The second rule is espe-
cially important, since it speaks out the bandits’ agenda concerning both 
the weak and the strong. We should also note here the change of signifi-
cance of the plum flower now. It used to represent the chastity of Hu Lunt-
ing’s lover Luo Hua (Sylvia), yet now it is appropriated by Hu as a symbol 
for social justice. Hu’s arch-enemies are still his former rivals in competing 
for Luo Hua’s affection, but now they are appointed successively as heads of 
the military police, that bullies and oppresses the poor. The private rivalry 
between them develops into a contest between different moral standards 
in a public sphere, which reminds one of The Heroine in the Besieged City 
discussed in the previous section. Also, both Bai Lede (Proteus) and Diao 
Li’ao (Thurio), his two love rivals, try to violate Luo Hua, when he timely 
comes to the rescue, so that the three men’s sentiments towards the wom-
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an are divided into noble ones and despicably carnal ones. Ironically, Hu 
Lunting never confronts the evil military police directly, but only leaves his 
arrow with its logo in an act of intimidation, which leaves room for his fu-
ture reconciliation with the authorities. Thus, finally, the charge of treason 
against Hu Lunting is cleared, and he is happily restored to his former posi-
tion as a high officer. In this sudden reversal of fate, his career as the “plum 
flower bandit” is totally erased, despite the fact that the military police he 
used to fight against is under the command of his future father-in-law, the 
military commander in Canton. Not only so, but all the bandits are forgiv-
en by the commander and taken into his army, some of whom even become 
officers. Thus, in this film, the resistance from the margin is easily resolved 
and absorbed into the center. 
The social reconciliation in this film in the 1930s is impossible in 
Night Inn in the 1940s. Based on Gorky’s The Lower Depths, Night Inn 
presents another kind of rebellion in the figure of a thief who wants to live 
an honest life.17 Gorky portrays in his play a dismal and miserable night inn 
where a group of losers live together in sheer poverty and despair and also 
torture one another. Each indulges in an often false memory of past glo-
ries. They drink, gamble and curse, with no hope whatsoever for the future. 
Old Luka is the only man who is capable of offering others sympathy and 
hope. Yet it finally turns out that the hopes he gives others are all beautiful 
lies despite his best intentions. The play shows an existentialist concern for 
such issues as truth, faith, destiny and the purpose of life, without giving a 
definite answer to any of them.
The Chinese film Night Inn is based on a stage play written by Ke 
Ling and Shi Tuo. With the play as one of the mediating points, the fi-
nal film is quite different from Gorky’s play. By comparing the film against 
17 Paul Pickowicz’s article on Night Inn explains the historical contexts for the play 
and the film version, and their plots and characterizations. He stresses the sinici-
zation and popularization process of the play and the film. See Pickowicz 1993, 
7−31.
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Gorky’s work, I will sketch out the tendency of the transformations, some 
of which already began in the Chinese play-version. The opening subtitle 
of the film points out that the miserable era to be depicted is “gone,” and 
even among these poor people, we should “see love, see light, and see the 
qualities of kindness and sincerity.” This opening mini-speech already sets 
a tone much different from the dark and despairing one in Gorky’s, where 
what the people lack is exactly love, light, kindness or sincerity. The film, 
by sharpening the confrontation between the innkeeper Wen Taishi (Ko-
stylyov) and the rebel Yang Qi (Peppel), shifts the focus to a critique of the 
social system. 
In the same way as the young cynic in Mother and Son rebelling 
against his father and the powerful and the rich his father represents, and 
the bandit in A Spray of Plum fighting against the oppressive military po-
lice, to fashion a Chinese rebel, there must be an enemy, a personification 
of the evil social forces at work. Thus, in the Chinese film Night Inn, Wen 
Taishi is not only the bad and cruel innkeeper Kostylyov in Gorky’s play 
but becomes the epitome of everything evil of the society. Different from 
the case of Gorky’s innkeeper, even Wen Taishi’s wife is sold to him by her 
father because he is unable to pay back his debt to Wen. With one blind 
and hollow eye, this character’s evil nature is written in his outer appear-
ance. He exploits the tenants ruthlessly, raising their rent while providing 
them with extremely poor living conditions.18 Wen Taishi’s cruelty is es-
pecially brought out in a scene absent in Gorky’s work, when he threatens 
the already dying Sister Lai (Lai saozi), crushes her hope of entering heaven 
after death, and even evicts the penniless, crying and pleading old woman 
out of the inn, causing her death. Significant are the visual elements of the 
scene, with the evil Wen against the lighting, his face in deep shadows with 
his one eye shining and the other eye missing. Such violent and pathetic 
18 He is already a precursor of the rural landlords of the 1950s and 1960s, although 
he is a landlord in the sense that he rents his house, while the landlords in socialist 
films rent their land and exploit peasants. 
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scenes already anticipate similar climatic class-clashes in socialist films after 
1949.19 Different from Gorky’s play, the night inn is given a highly sym-
bolic significance. Its name Wen jia dian 聞家店 (Inn of the Wen Family), 
written on a broken wall, reminds one of the Kong jia dian 孔家店 (Inn of 
the Confucius Family) that the May-Fourth radicals labeled as the heritage 
of traditional China. At the end of the film, strong wind blasts down the 
dilapidated wall bearing the inn name, symbolizing the collapse of this evil 
system.  
One of the most prominent virtues of the thief Yang Qi (Peppel in 
Gorky’s play), the Chinese rebel, is his courage to confront this evil land-
lord, for example, in protecting his lover who is Wen’s sister-in-law but 
mainly a victim of the evil guy’s exploitation. As Paul Pickowicz points out, 
Yang Qi is changed “from a despicable local bully into a highly sympathet-
ic, popular hero who bears little resemblance to the mustachioed Peppel” 
(Pickowicz 1993, 20). Like the rebel-outcast-hero in Mother and Son,20 
Yang Qi is less sinning than sinned against. As an orphan, he is called a 
thief ever since he is a child. His thieving is explained by his discontent for 
the social system, when he complains that “the rich have their money piled 
beyond their gates, and the poor have to go without meals throughout the 
day,” and “when we, pardon me, ‘borrow’ something from them to use, it is 
called a crime.” The film makes him a nice thief. Once he notices that there 
is a photo in his loot, and he even wants to find an address to return it to 
its owner. He is also generous with the loots in giving them away to the 
poorer and weaker. The sometimes vicious and cold cynicism in Peppel in 
Gorky’s play is gone. Peppel once claims that “Honor and conscience are 
only important to those who have power and force” (Gorky 1945, 15), yet 
the Chinese version of Peppel, Yang Qi, has both honor and conscience. 
19 For example, the family of poor Xiang Linsao is oppressed by her landlord in The 
New Year’s Sacrifice 祝福 (1956), and the widow with a little child is victimized by 
the police in The Lin Family Shop 林家舖子 (1959). 
20 Perhaps not accidentally, both young rebels are played by the same actor Zhang Fa.
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Gorky’s Peppel, with his money, once asks another tenant to “get down on 
all fours and bark like a dog” (Gorky 1945, 17) while the Chinese Peppel 
never insults others like that.
To highlight this Chinese thief ’s thirst for an honest life, and to make 
clear the fact that he could not live such an honest life because of society, 
the film makes him actively looking for a job to break away from his former 
infamous occupation. Yet the mill he inquires into does not want workers. 
To rent a rickshaw he needs a guarantor, while he cannot find one. Finally, 
he is in a smith’s shop, where the smith, though as poor as he is, accepts 
him. Stressing the fraternity and mutual help between the poor, the smith 
says that “in such a time we have to share our food with one another.” Yet 
eventually Yang Qi is incriminated by the bad wife of Wen Taishi and is im-
prisoned for ten years, crushing his wish for a better self and a better future.
Through the characterization of the rebels in these three films, we can 
see clear social critiques. All three rebels are young men, one a thief, one 
a cynical actor, one an officer-turned-bandit. Their marginality and out-
cast status is not due to their own fault, but because of the social wrongs 
done them. Yet different from the mother in The Fan of the Young Mistress 
who returns to family, these male rebels have much more enhanced agency. 
They are outcasts, yet they are also the conscience of the society and the 
enforcers of social justice. They are no longer, as in their literary originals, 
recklessly cynical, nihilistic or eccentric. They now know what is right, are 
very vocal in their social critiques, and fight back. 
In addition to the characterization of Yang Qi as a rebel, the collective 
depiction of the poor people in Night Inn can also illustrate the conception 
of the poor in such Republican films. The film makes this collective lot a 
much better and happier one than in Gorky’s play. People help, sustain and 
care for one another. Their fraternity is especially shown in their care to-
ward the poor women among them. In Gorky’s play, when the old woman 
Anna is dying, another tenant comments that “well, then she’ll stop cough-
ing. Her coughing’s been disturbing everybody” (Gorky 1945, 31). Yet in 
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the corresponding Chinese film, old Sister Lai, when sick in bed, has many 
people to comfort and care for her. After she dies, they collect money for 
her burial, and each donates generously. Passive, pathetic and dying, she 
becomes an apt venue to play out the new collectivism among the poor.
  
Concluding Remarks
From the films discussed above, we already see a general tendency, when 
dealing with gender representations, to shift from the individual, the 
private and the interior to the collective, the public and the social. Even 
non-leftist films often displayed these tendencies, showing the influence of 
the leftist, if not Marxist, message during the Republican era when China 
was caught in national crisis. Many of these strategies survived in the social-
ist films after 1949, highlighting the link between the two periods. There 
are of course also discontinuities. For example, the socially righteous male 
rebel is no longer viable, since bandits, thieves or cynics are not permissible 
as positive characters anymore. Thus Cheng Jihua criticizes Night Inn and 
Mother and Son for not critiquing the old society enough, and that Night Inn 
is hence “not as deep as the original [meaning Gorky’s play]” (Chen, Li and 
Xing 1980, 2:262−63). Cheng’s comments show how radical messages in the 
Republican period often prove not radical enough in the socialist era. 
The practices of appropriating foreign literature, so popular in the Re-
publican period, almost totally disappeared in the socialist time after 1949 
except for one case.21 Then, in recent years, the genre popped up again, 
though only in a couple of cases. Zhang Zhen analyzes briefly Bloody Morn-
ing 血色清晨 (1991) based on Gabriel García Márquez’s (1927−2014) 
novel and its link with the 1989 democratic movement (Zhang 2004, 161). 
21 The case is a film titled Window of America 美國之窗 (1952), directed by Huang 
Zuolin 黃佐臨, Shi Hui 石揮 and Ye Ming 葉明, casting Shi Hui among others. 
The film is based on the literary work by a foreign writer whose name is transliterat-
ed in Chinese as Dihaolichina 狄豪里赤那, though I have been unable to identify 
this writer. 
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Young woman actress and director Xu Jinglei made Letter from an Un-
known Woman 一個陌生女人的來信 (2005) based on Austrian writer 
Stefan Zweig’s (1881−1942) story with the same title, narrating a woman’s 
lifelong love for a man who does not even remember her or her love. Then, 
famous director Feng Xiaogang’s 馮小剛 (1958−) blockbuster The Ban-
quet 夜宴 (2006), very loosely based on Shakespeare’s Hamlet, transplants 
the play to ancient China and tells a story about palace intrigues cloaked 
in martial arts. These two recent films can in some way illustrate the cur-
rent tendency of Chinese films of either being obsessed with the extremely 
private and interior, as in Xu’s case, or with visuality and spectacles, as in 
Feng’s case. In all, the adaptation of foreign literature in the Republican 
era not only gave the filmmakers useful plotlines that they were in urgent 
need of, but offered an important site for important discourses, including 
gender discourses, to be constructed.
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